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QUESTIONS – ANSWERS – CLARIFICATIONS 

PERSHING AVENUE SEWER TRUNK  
(CHURCH STREET TO NAVY DRIVE) 

PROJECT NO. M17023 
 
 

1. Question: Please confirm, does “30 pages (double sided)” equal 60 total single 
sides.   

Answer: Yes, if you decide to go with single sided proposals. 
 

2. Question: Is the cost proposal counted separately from the body of the 
technical proposal, 20-page limit?   

Answer: Yes 
 

3. Question: Due to Coronavirus (COVID-19) and staff working from home, is it 
possible to submit an electronic copy of our proposal and submit a 
separate file for the cost proposal? 

Answer: City Offices and counters are closed to the public as well until March 
31.  Due to City Offices closed, a week extension will be issued to 
receive proposals by April 9, 2020.  A Letter of Clarification will be 
issued.  If things do not change and the City remains closed longer, 
another Letter of Clarification will be issued to provide instruction on 
submittal. 

 
4. Question: What is existing pipe material of the 24” trunk sewer that will be 

replaced with 30” pipe? 
Answer: It seems most of the pipe is VCP; however, there are segments of 

pipe that do not have video or pipe information.  I have requested 
information from collections. I will provide more information, if 
available. 

 
5. Question: Is HMA being requested to patch the boreholes back to existing 

grades?  If drumming of the soil cuttings is required, can we 
temporarily store the drums at the City owned property? 

Answer: This is information that will need to be discussed with the selected 
consultant.  We aren’t sure what design will be recommended.  If 
pavement restoration is required, it will be HMA, with a 1’ “T” cut as 
per our standards.  Soil cuttings shall be removed and disposed of 
properly.  Please include whatever you think is required in your 
budget.  This can be negotiated. 

 
 

 


